**Zoom - Manually Updating Client for End Users**
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These steps are intended for users who are using their own computers or COCC provided computers off campus to manually update their Zoom client. On campus computers, connected to the domain will get Zoom updates pushed from SCCM.

Zoom needs to be kept up to date, to ensure the latest security and feature patches are applied. These updates are released frequently and should be installed as soon as they are available. This process should be done at least once a month or when prompted by the application.

1. From the Zoom client, click your profile photo in the upper right-hand corner and choose **Check for Updates**.

2. If an update is available, you will see a splash screen telling you an update is available and begin downloading it.
3. Once the download has completed, you will be prompted to install. Click **Update**.

4. Zoom will close and install the update. Launch Zoom from the Start menu (or Launchpad if on MacOS) when completed and log back in.

5. You can check again to make sure the update installed by clicking your profile photo in the upper
right-hand corner and choose *Check for Updates.*

You are up to date

You are on the latest version 5.4.7 (59784.1220). [Release notes](#)